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Apparent surface conductance sensitivity  
to vapour pressure deficit in the absence  
of plants

Lucas R. Vargas Zeppetello    1 , Kaighin A. McColl    1,2 , Jeremiah A. Bernau3, 
Brenda B. Bowen    3,4, Lois I. Tang1, N. Michele Holbrook5, Pierre Gentine6,7 & 
Peter Huybers    1,2

A growing literature argues that ecosystem-scale evapotranspiration is 
more sensitive to drying of the atmosphere because of stomatal regulation 
by plants than to reductions in surface soil moisture. Past studies analysed 
observations, for which it is difficult to conclusively control for potential 
relations among plant physiology, measurable state variables such as 
vapour pressure deficit (VPD) or soil moisture, and ecosystem-scale water 
flux. Here we analyse natural mechanism-denial experiments at non-
vegetated but hydrologically active salt flats. At these sites, any apparent 
sensitivity of the ecosystem-scale surface conductance (gs, a bulk measure 
of how the land surface influences evapotranspiration) to VPD cannot be 
due to stomatal closure. Over the salt flats we find a VPD–gs relation similar 
to that commonly attributed to stomatal closure, and reproduce similar 
relations using a parsimonious boundary layer model that excludes plants. 
We conclude that observational studies probably overstate the sensitivity of 
ecosystem-scale surface conductance to atmospheric drying and understate 
the importance of variations in surface soil moisture. This finding has broad 
implications for future ecosystems, because anthropogenic trends in soil 
moisture are uncertain and spatially heterogeneous whereas ubiquitous 
atmospheric drying is expected due to global warming.

Evapotranspiration (E), the rate at which moisture is transferred from 
the land surface to the atmosphere, exerts a fundamental control on 
continental climate1. Since the earliest attempts to model evapotranspi-
ration numerically, aerodynamic and surface conductance parameters 
have been used to quantify the influence of various environmental 
forcings on this fundamental water and energy flux2,3. Because neither 
conductance can be measured directly, the different controls on evapo-
transpiration exerted by the atmosphere and the land surface must 

be inferred from observations. While formulae exist for aerodynamic 
conductance as a function of wind speed and atmospheric stability4, 
the environmental controls on ecosystem-scale surface conductance 
are the subject of debate.

The debate centres on whether soil moisture or atmospheric 
vapour pressure deficit (VPD) has a greater role in the regulation of 
ecosystem-scale surface conductance. In the initial development of 
techniques for estimation of E from available observations, surface 
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analysis non-trivial. Such sites are rare in the real world because veg-
etation often grows rapidly following rainfall. We analyse three eddy 
covariance flux tower records from salt flats in Utah and Nevada (USA) 
that serve as laboratories for our mechanism-denial experiments. On 
these non-vegetated salt flats we find that the relation between surface 
conductance and VPD is similar to previously published relations that 
have been attributed to stomatal regulation by plants. This apparent 
contradiction illuminates not only the role of soil moisture in regulation 
of surface conductance over the salt flats, but how coupling between 
temperature and soil moisture can drive an emergent relation between 
VPD and surface conductance that can be misattributed to stomatal 
regulation. To complement our observational analysis we use an ideal-
ized boundary layer model to show how the relation between VPD and 
surface conductance found over the salt flats emerges naturally from 
coupling among soil moisture, evapotranspiration and near-surface 
air temperature. The emergent relation strongly resembles several 
empirical equations for stomatal conductance, even though we do not 
include any explicit representation of plant physiology in our model. 
Finally we illustrate how soil moisture measurement limitations, and 
the Penman–Monteith equation itself, may lead to the misattribution 
of variations in surface conductance to stomatal regulation driven by 
VPD fluctuations.

Surface conductance on the salt flats
Is surface conductance sensitive to VPD in an environment with no 
plants? To answer this question we analyse eddy covariance flux 
tower data from the Bonneville salt flats in Utah, and from two salt 
flats in Nevada’s Dixie Valley (hereafter referred to as Playa 1 and 
Playa 2, respectively). These three ecosystems experience periods of 
flooding and desiccation but contain no vegetation. Figure 1 shows 
the hydrologic extremes exhibited by the Bonneville salt flats; for 

conductance was understood to depend mainly on soil moisture, even 
in vegetated ecosystems5,6. In parallel, plant physiological studies dem-
onstrated that stomatal (not surface) conductance varies as a function 
of atmospheric relative humidity and VPD7–12. More recent studies have 
extrapolated the stomatal conductance sensitivity to atmospheric dry-
ness up to the ecosystem scale, and have used observations of VPD and 
soil moisture to argue that VPD is often a more dominant control on 
ecosystem-scale surface conductance than soil moisture13–17. Despite 
the empirical relation between stomatal conductance and VPD, Mott 
& Parkhurst18 showed that stomata respond to water loss from plant 
tissue rather than by direct sensing of VPD. While stomata are known 
to respond to variations in soil water that impact water stress in plant 
tissue, the causal relation between VPD and surface conductance on 
cellular and ecosystem scales remains unclear19.

Capturing the correct relation among VPD, soil moisture and 
ecosystem-scale surface conductance is important in regard to climate 
change projections, for two reasons. First, the projections of VPD and 
soil moisture are not equally well constrained. General circulation 
models are in nearly universal agreement that global warming will 
substantially increase VPD across the land surface20, but these same 
models are much less certain about how soil moisture will be impacted 
by climate change21,22. These uncertainties impact evapotranspira-
tion projections differently depending on how surface conductance 
is parameterized in climate models. Second, the relation among soil 
moisture, VPD and evapotranspiration is not necessarily stationary. 
Any relation may change as the climate warms and cause different 
environmental controls on evapotranspiration to become more or 
less dominant. The presence of non-stationary empirical relations has 
plagued studies of land-surface aridity; atmospheric proxies of land-
surface aridity that work well in the present climate—such as simple 
aridity indices using potential evaporation—have been shown to offer 
unrealistic projections of warmer climate states23–25. Understanding 
the physical and biological drivers of surface conductance variability 
is required to move beyond empirical models of evapotranspiration 
to a physically consistent representation with appropriate causes and 
effects. Given the different uncertainties associated with soil moisture 
and VPD trends and the potential for underlying relations among 
land-surface properties to shift as the climate warms, illuminating 
the relation among soil moisture, VPD and ecosystem-scale surface 
conductance from available observations is an important task.

Here we hypothesize that observed relations between ecosys-
tem-scale surface conductance and VPD that previous authors have 
attributed to stomatal regulation could, in fact, be driven by soil mois-
ture rather than plant response to atmospheric humidity. Drier soils 
are known to reduce ecosystem-scale surface conductance in both 
vegetated19 and non-vegetated ecosystems26. This results in lower 
evapotranspiration rates that drive higher atmospheric temperatures, 
higher VPD and lower relative humidity regardless of the underlying 
land cover. Given this, we expect lower surface conductance values 
in high-VPD environments and high surface conductance values in 
low-VPD environments independently of any stomatal regulation, due 
simply to the effect of water stress on evapotranspiration. If verified, 
our hypothesis suggests that the relation between surface conduct-
ance and VPD found in the observational literature can be at least 
partially explained by feedbacks among water limitation, ecosys-
tem-scale surface conductance, evapotranspiration and boundary  
layer temperature.

Testing this hypothesis on an ecosystem scale is more difficult 
than it might first appear. Plant experiments—in laboratories or small 
plots—are not sufficient because they are not conducted at spatial 
scales sufficiently large to incorporate the land–atmosphere coupling 
that is crucial to our hypothesis. Instead, we must look for natural 
mechanism-denial experiments. An ideal site would have the following 
properties: (1) no vegetation, to eliminate any possibility of a stoma-
tal response to VPD, and (2) an active hydrologic cycle, to make the 

a

b

Fig. 1 | The Bonneville salt flats. a,b, Time-lapse photographs from the 
Bonneville salt flats on 28 May 2018, when the surface was flooded (a), and on 
15 July 2018, when the surface was desiccated (b).
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similar photographs of all sites and details on data collection see Garcia  
et al.27 and Bowen et al.28.

For each of the three sites, Fig. 2 shows the surface conductance 
estimated by inversion of the Penman–Monteith equation as a function 
of VPD (see Methods for the relevant equations and data quality control 
details). The red line represents the best-fit curve to an empirical model 
for stomatal conductance (hereafter referred to as the Oren model29):

gs = go − α ln(VPD), (1)

where gs is surface conductance, α is a constant and go is a reference 
conductance value. In Oren et al.29, the ratio α/go varies between 0.006 
and 0.73 across various ecosystems, with 0.6 being the average value. 
The original study argued that this value was consistent with a simple 
hydraulic model of transpiration that included stomatal regulation, and 
is thus evidence for stomatal sensitivity to VPD on the ecosystem scale. 
Novick et al.13 also used the Oren model to argue that stomatal regula-
tion explains the observed relations between VPD and ecosystem-scale 
surface conductance. The table in Fig. 2 shows the correlation between 
data from the salt flats and the Oren model, along with the ratio α/go 
derived from the best fit of the salt flat data to equation (1). For all three 
sites the correlation with the Oren model is significant at the P < 0.01 
level, and the α/go ratio is well within range of the values quoted above 
for the same ratio across vegetated ecosystems even though the mecha-
nism behind this relation over the salt flats cannot be stomatal regula-
tion. The correlations between surface conductance and ln(VPD) are 
comparable to (and in some cases much higher than) those found in 
other eddy covariance studies at vegetated sites30,31. To test the robust-
ness of the results shown in Fig. 2 we also used a different method for 

estimation of surface conductance (inverting an equation for E that 
relies on surface temperature rather than 2 m air temperature). The 
results in Fig. 2 are not sensitive to the method used for estimation 
of surface conductance (Supplementary Fig. 1). We also note that our 
results are insensitive to how wet the soil surface is; Supplementary Fig. 
2 shows surface conductance estimates composited by proximity to 
rainfall events in Playas 1 and 2—too few rainfall events occurred during 
the record encompassed in Fig. 2a to generate meaningful statistics.

Over the salt flats in Utah and Nevada we have found a nonlinear 
relation between observed VPD and surface conductance that appears 
very similar to an empirical model of stomatal conductance, both in 
terms of the empirically derived slope parameter (α/go) and the overall 
correlation between estimated surface conductance and ln(VPD). Previ-
ous authors have used this stomatal conductance model to argue that 
VPD controls surface conductance on an ecosystem scale29, even when 
soil moisture variability is controlled for with a compositing analysis13. 
However, in ecosystems like the salt flats that have no stomata, the 
mechanism governing the relation between surface conductance and 
VPD must be the coupling of VPD and available soil moisture.

Surface conductance in an idealized boundary 
layer
Our observational analysis of surface conductance on the salt flats 
motivates a more general treatment of how coupling between soil 
moisture and temperature influences estimates of surface conduct-
ance. We consider a simple equilibrium model of land–atmosphere 
interaction based on McColl et al.32 that, in turn, builds on previous 
studies33–36. The interested reader can find equations and parameter 
descriptions in Methods, but two important aspects of the model are 
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Fig. 2 | Surface conductance on the salt flats. a–c, Surface conductance as a 
function of VPD over the three salt flat sites (Bonneville (a), Dixie Playa 1 (b) and 
Dixie Playa 2 (c)). The red line represents the best fit of the observations to the 
Oren model (equation (1)). Inset table shows the two-sided Pearson correlation 

coefficient r between estimated surface conductance from the various sites and 
the Oren model, the ratio α/go and the number of half-hourly observations that 
passed the data-screening procedure outlined in Methods.
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required to understand the results presented below. First, we apply a 
set of environmental forcings (net shortwave and downward longwave 
radiation, reference potential temperature and specific humidity, and 
soil moisture) to the model as a representation of diurnally averaged 
conditions. Second, we have not prescribed any relation between VPD 
and surface conductance in this model, only a linear dependence on soil 
moisture (Fig. 3a). This approach, implemented in the first numerical 
climate models, has been shown to reproduce key features of land-
surface climatology37.

Once the environmental forcings and model parameters have 
been specified, the model equations can be solved to determine the 
equilibrium potential temperature and VPD for different values of 
surface soil moisture (black and red lines in Fig. 3b). The equilibrium 
model output features a nonlinear relation between surface conduct-
ance and VPD that is driven entirely by the covariability of temperature 
and soil moisture shown in Fig. 3b. In Vargas Zeppetello et al.38, a similar 
nonlinear relation between surface temperature and soil moisture was 
shown to be relatively insensitive to changes in surface parameters and 
environmental forcings. The exception is for extremely low values of 
maximum surface conductance that dampen the nonlinearity, but 
these correspond to trivial cases in which almost no evapotranspira-
tion occurs. We tested the model sensitivity to parameter variations 
and found that our results were insensitive to realistic variations in the 
model parameters (Methods).

Because our model prescribes surface conductance purely as a 
function of soil moisture, we can use the VPD–soil moisture relation in 
Fig. 3b to construct the VPD–conductance relation that emerges purely 
due to coupling between soil moisture and boundary layer VPD (black 
line in Fig. 3c). We note that values of surface conductance output by 

our equilibrium model are lower than those from the half-hour aver-
aged salt flat observations because we apply daily-averaged values 
for the downwelling radiation that are less noisy than the half-hour 
averaged data used to calculate gs in Fig. 2. The diurnally averaged 
values for VPD and surface conductance from the Bonneville salt flats 
are also shown in Fig. 3c and are closer in magnitude to those from the 
boundary layer model. The same nonlinearity found over the salt flats 
is observed in the equilibrium model, and the physical mechanism in 
both cases is coupling between soil moisture and VPD via the influence 
of evaporation on the land surface and boundary layer energy budgets. 
In the experiments used to generate Fig. 3, the only physics captured 
by model is that soil moisture changes the evaporative fraction and, in 
turn, modifies boundary layer temperature, relative humidity and VPD.

The results shown in Fig. 3c are similar to several empirical models 
of stomatal regulation that have been used to argue that VPD con-
trols ecosystem-scale surface conductance. Several models have been 
proposed to quantify the relation between VPD and stomatal (rather 
than surface) conductance; one empirical model is described above 
in equation (1)29. A multivariate analysis led to the development of the 
Ball–Berry equation9, and another model was proposed by Medlyn et 
al.12. All three models feature VPD directly in the equations for stoma-
tal conductance and are based on plant chamber experiments where 
soil water stress was not applied. While recent studies have investi-
gated how model parameters associated with these models depend 
on soil moisture13,39, the stomatal conductance models were originally 
designed to understand variations in leaf-level conductance and do not 
have a functional dependence on soil moisture. Therefore, they do not 
account for the relation between soil moisture and VPD that manifests 
on an ecosystem scale due to land–atmosphere coupling. Figure 3c 
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Fig. 3 | Surface conductance in the equilibrium model. a, The relation between 
surface conductance and soil moisture parameterized into the equilibrium 
model. b, The relations among atmospheric potential temperature, atmospheric 
VPD and soil moisture output from the equilibrium model. c, The emergent 

relation between surface conductance and VPD output by the boundary 
layer model. Also shown are VPD–conductance relations from three models 
of stomatal conductance and the daily-averaged observations of surface 
conductance and VPD from the Bonneville salt flats.
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shows the stomatal conductance values obtained from substitution 
of the VPD and potential temperature values given by our equilibrium 
model into the Ball–Berry equation, the empirical Oren model and the 
Medlyn equation. All parameters in these models were tuned to give 
the best fit to the black curve in Fig. 3c (Methods).

The correlation between the Medlyn model (green line in Fig. 3c) and 
the relation obtained from the equilibrium model (black line in Fig. 3c)  
is 0.99. The same correlation is found for the Oren et al. empirical 
model29 (blue line in Fig. 3c). For the Ball–Berry model (orange line 
in Fig. 3c) the correlation is 0.98. To determine the robustness of our 
results we tested the various combinations of model parameters and 
environmental forcings detailed in Supplementary Table 1. These 
variations slightly alter the shape of the VPD–surface conductance 
relation shown in Fig. 3c, but all parameter variations result in curves 
that are highly correlated with the Oren model (r > 0.95 for all parameter 
choices with P < 0.01). Varying environmental forcings led to values of 
α/go between 0.47 and 0.80, while variations in the surface parameters 
applied to the model led to values of α/go between 0.60 and 1.11. The 
spread in these values across a variety of surface parameterizations and 
background climate states is comparable to the spread found in Oren 
et al.29 and more recent work that used the same model to determine 
these relations across different ecosystems13. Differences in back-
ground climate and surface parameters have the potential to explain 
the spread in α/go previously attributed to differences in stomatal 
control on transpiration across species. While it could be argued that 
the results presented in Fig. 3 depend on a linear parameterization of E 
as a function of soil moisture, we tested the model with several different 
parameterizations of surface conductance as a function of soil moisture 
and found that the high correlations with the Ball–Berry, Medlyn and 
Oren models hold in general for any parameterization of ecosystem-
scale surface conductance as an increasing functions of soil moisture.

Variations in the slope of the VPD–conductance relationship have 
been shown to vary with background soil moisture. Both Novick et al.13 
and Fu et al.17 used a compositing analysis to isolate the influence of 
VPD on surface conductance within particular soil moisture bins. 
However, the black curve in Fig. 3c suggests that the slope of the VPD–
conductance relation should depend on climatological VPD and that, 
in particular, we should expect larger magnitude slopes in low-VPD 
bins (where the derivative of the curve shown in Fig. 3c is largest) that 
also correspond to the highest soil moisture values. While Fu et al.17 
and Novick et al.13 have argued that the sensitivity of the VPD–gs curve 
to background state is evidence for stomatal control on 

ecosystem-scale surface conductance, the simple model reproduces 
key findings from these studies without any parameterization of sto-
matal regulation. We used one million sets of random forcings (Meth-
ods and Supplementary Table 2) to calculate surface conductance and 
VPD from our equilibrium model and then binned results into VPD and 
soil moisture quartiles. For each combination of VPD and soil moisture 
quartile, Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of surface conductance to changes 
in soil moisture dgs

dm
 and VPD dgs

dVPD
.

The sensitivity analysis from the stomata-free boundary layer model 
shown in Fig. 4 qualitatively agrees with the findings of earlier studies that 
attributed variations across soil moisture and VPD quantiles to stomatal 
regulation. Novick et al.13 also showed increasing values of the VPD–gs 
slope as a function of soil moisture within VPD bins, which is also shown 
in Fig. 4 for all but the driest soil moisture quartile where average surface 
conductance is extremely low. Without invoking stomatal closure, we find 
reduced sensitivity of surface conductance to soil moisture in higher-
soil-moisture quartiles and increased sensitivity of surface conductance 
to VPD at lower-VPD and higher-soil-moisture quartiles. Both of these 
results can be found in figure 2b,e of Fu et al.17, although those authors 
divided their soil moisture and VPD data into ten bins each (see Supple-
mentary Information for a discussion of these results). In summary, the 
sensitivity of the VPD–gs curve to the underlying soil moisture values 
can be explained by the nonlinear relation between VPD and surface 
conductance found in Fig. 3c and does not depend on stomatal closure.

In our equilibrium model, coupling between soil moisture and VPD 
is sufficient to explain variations in surface conductance that have been 
attributed to stomatal regulation in response to VPD fluctuations. On an 
ecosystem scale, the boundary layer model exhibits the same relation 
between VPD and surface conductance attributed by previous studies to 
stomatal regulation even though it contains no explicit representation 
of plant activity. In our equilibrium boundary layer model, a drier land 
surface has lower ecosystem-scale surface conductance and drives atmos-
pheric drying (higher VPD), rather than vice versa. The similarity of results 
from our model to established stomatal conductance equations (Fig. 3c) 
suggests that the relation between soil moisture and VPD, produced by 
the sensitivity of the boundary layer to land-surface energy partitioning, 
could easily be misattributed to stomatal regulation in response to VPD 
fluctuations if stomatal conductance equations, such as the Ball–Berry 
model, are uncritically applied to data collected at the ecosystem scale.

Measurement errors
The results from the salt flats and the equilibrium boundary layer model 
suggest that land–atmosphere coupling explains the relation between 
VPD and surface conductance that previous authors have attributed 
to stomatal closure. Past studies have attempted to control for land–
atmosphere coupling in various ways, including compositing data to 
examine surface conductance variability within a fixed soil moisture 
range13,17 and developing statistical models that link VPD, surface con-
ductance and soil moisture14,16,40. Despite the known link between soil 
moisture and surface conductance, VPD has consistently been shown to 
explain more variance in estimated surface conductance than soil mois-
ture, bolstering the hypothesis that stomatal regulation in response to 
humidity fluctuations drives surface conductance variability.

We hypothesize that one reason for the disagreement between 
previous studies and our results is that soil moisture observations, but 
not VPD observations, are subject to considerable ‘representativeness 
errors’ that are not acknowledged in the observational studies cited 
above. For our purposes, representativeness errors concern point-scale 
measurements taken at eddy covariance flux towers that do not reflect 
the mean conditions over the spatial footprint required for ecosystem-
scale analysis. For VPD this is not a concern because the atmosphere’s 
turbulent mixing in the boundary layer makes point-scale measure-
ments sufficient for determination of the ecosystem-scale average. In 
contrast, any single point-scale soil moisture observation is a relatively 
imprecise estimate of the large-scale average value due to the land 
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surface’s spatial (and vertical) heterogeneity41,42. We refer to the differ-
ences between point-scale measurements and the mean of the spatial 
field they seek to represent as representativeness errors in point-scale 
measurements. These are distinct from other measurement errors and 
result purely from estimation of the mean of a heterogeneous field from 
a single sample43. We hypothesize that these errors, combined with the 
physical mechanism articulated above, may cause VPD to appear more 
correlated with surface conductance than observed soil moisture, even 
when soil moisture drives surface conductance variability.

Given the physical mechanism linking soil moisture and surface 
conductance, the presence of substantial representativeness errors 
in soil moisture, but not in VPD, is sufficient to cause VPD to appear 
more correlated with surface conductance than soil moisture in obser-
vational analyses. To illustrate this we performed two experiments by 
forcing the equilibrium boundary layer model with random variations 
in all environmental forcings (net radiation, reference potential tem-
perature and reference specific humidity) and soil moisture. Details on 
these randomized forcings are found in Methods. For each realization 
of the equilibrium model we calculated atmospheric VPD and used 
an inversion of the Penman–Monteith equation to estimate surface 
conductance. In each experiment we used 10,000 randomly sampled 
combinations of environmental forcings and soil moisture values.

Results from the first experiment (‘control’) are shown in Fig. 5a,b, 
where estimated surface conductance from each model realization is 
plotted as a function of soil moisture and VPD, respectively. In the con-
trol experiment, surface conductance and soil moisture are almost per-
fectly correlated; this is not surprising, because surface conductance in 
the boundary layer model is given as a linear function of soil moisture 
(Methods) as opposed to some other nonlinear function44. As discussed 
above, this relation between surface conductance and soil moisture is 
reflected in the conductance–VPD relation where the same behaviour 
shown in Fig. 3c is found, along with a significant (P < 0.01) correlation 
with the best fit of the derived surface conductance to equation (1). 
Correlation values between VPD and surface conductance found in the 
control experiment are similar to other observational estimates30,31.

The second experiment (‘Soil moisture errors’ in Fig. 5) is identical 
to the control experiment, except that synthetic representativeness 
errors (here represented by white noise) are added to the soil mois-
ture values plotted in Fig. 5c following the completion of simulations. 
The s.d. of white noise is tuned such that the correlation between the 
original soil moisture applied to the model and the ‘noise added’ soil 
moisture plotted in Fig. 5c is the same as we would expect for two soil 
moisture probes placed 1 m apart in the soil column (r2 = 0.14)45. After 
the addition of noise we restrict the range of soil moisture values to 
between zero and one. Figure 5c,d shows results from a hypothetical 
experiment where (1) plants have no role in surface conductance and (2) 
realistic representativeness errors are present in soil moisture observa-
tions but not in VPD observations. In this case the correlation between 
soil moisture and derived surface conductance drops substantially 
compared with the control experiment, while the correlation between 
VPD and the Oren model of stomatal conductance is unchanged. Focus-
ing on correlation coefficients would lead to the incorrect conclusion 
that fluctuations in VPD explain more variability in surface conductance 
than fluctuations in soil moisture, even though this is definitively not 
the case in our synthetic experiment.

Previous studies do not account for the fact that representative-
ness errors are much greater in observations of soil moisture than in 
those of VPD. For example, Flo et al.16 used multiple linear regression 
models that included different combinations of soil moisture and VPD 
and compared r2 values of models that included one variable or the 
other. They found higher fractions of explained variance in models that 
included VPD relative to those that included only soil moisture. This is 
not surprising given that our result in Fig. 5 shows the degree to which 
the explanatory power of soil moisture can deteriorate because of 
underlying representativeness errors. Representativeness errors may 

also reduce the efficacy of analyses that condition on specific soil mois-
ture ranges13,17. The degree to which this problem impacts the neural 
network methodology deployed in Fu et al.17, the path analysis of Kimm 
et al.14 or the compositing analyses of Novick et al.13 is less clear. How-
ever, since none of those approaches explicitly addresses the problem 
of differences in measurement errors between soil moisture and VPD, 
there is no reason to expect they would be any less confounded. In gen-
eral, any observational data analysis (including nonlinear approaches 
that employ machine learning) will still remain sensitive to fundamental 
differences in measurement errors between VPD and soil moisture.

Equation bias
Even if the representativeness errors discussed above were to be over-
come, the structure of equations used to determine surface conduct-
ance from observations virtually ensures that relations will be found 
between VPD and surface conductance that resemble empirical models 
of stomatal conductance. Figure 6 shows surface conductance as a 
function of VPD using uncorrelated Gaussian noise for the inputs into 
two different inversion equations for surface conductance (Methods). 
In both cases the scatter is significantly correlated (P < 0.01) with the 
Oren model of stomatal conductance. In addition, the application 
of Gaussian noise to both equations generates α/go ratios within the 
range across ecosystems given by Oren et al.29. Random variations 
are apparently more than adequate to generate the observed relation 
between surface conductance and VPD—even without the mechanism 
of land–atmosphere coupling discussed above.

The reason that random variability input into both equations for 
estimation of surface conductance (equations (3) and (6); Methods) 
generates VPD–gs relations similar to those found in observations is 
that measures of atmospheric humidity appear directly in these equa-
tions. In both methods for estimation of surface conductance that we 
have discussed (both of which are widely used in other studies), surface 
conductance depends directly on atmospheric humidity but not on soil 
moisture. Based on the results shown in Fig. 6, it is unsurprising that VPD 
has been found to be the dominant driver of surface conductance vari-
ability rather than soil moisture, a variable that does not appear directly 
in surface conductance equations. The fact that random numbers input 
into equations for estimation of surface conductance generate relations 
that appear similar to established models of stomatal regulation indi-
cates that extreme care must be taken when applying these models to 
the ecosystem scale. In general, any analysis that uses the Penman–Mon-
teith equation to estimate surface conductance will impose structure on 
the VPD–surface conductance relation that appears similar to structure 
attributed to stomatal regulation, even when stomatal regulation does 
not contribute to variations in surface conductance.

Conclusions
In the natural laboratory of the non-vegetated salt flats, and our ideal-
ized boundary layer model that contains no representation of stoma-
tal regulation, we have found that the apparent surface conductance 
sensitivity to VPD is driven by variations in soil moisture. Our study is 
limited by the small number of non-vegetated, hydrologically active 
ecosystems where flux tower data are collected, but our results are 
similar across the three sites we analysed. The boundary layer model is 
highly idealized and includes no representation of thermal advection. 
However, the effect of advection on the near-surface atmospheric state 
in continental regions is typically secondary to that of local surface 
fluxes36,46,47. The findings from the boundary layer model are therefore 
generalizable, even in vegetated regions. Our results do not negate the 
possibility of stomatal regulation influencing surface conductance 
variability. They do suggest, however, that uncritical application of 
stomatal conductance models to explain surface conductance vari-
ability at ecosystem scales can lead to misattribution of the observed 
variability to VPD fluctuations when the underlying mechanism may be 
soil moisture variability. Importantly, this result complicates previous 
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Fig. 5 | Synthetic measurement errors. a–d, Surface conductance as a function 
of soil moisture (a,c) and VPD (b,d) from two experiments with our equilibrium 
model. In the first we forced the model with random noise (Methods) and derived 
surface conductance by inversion of the Penman–Monteith equation (a,b). In the 

second we did the same but also added random noise to the soil moisture time 
series following completion of the simulation, to emulate representativeness 
errors in soil moisture (c,d). Red dashed lines represent the best-fit linear 
regression (a,c) and the best fit to the Oren model (b,d).
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findings that increases in VPD driven by anthropogenic climate change 
will drive decreases in surface conductance and, by extension, evapo-
transpiration. Instead, our results suggest that soil moisture, and not 
VPD, is the relevant state variable for understanding how surface con-
ductance will evolve in a warmer world. Because soil moisture projec-
tions are highly uncertain22, we remain agnostic on making projections 
of future changes in surface conductance in this study.

Two problems, one technological and one theoretical, prevent 
us (or any study) from making more definitive statements about the 
dominant environmental controls on ecosystem-scale surface con-
ductance. The first problem concerns representativeness errors: 
capturing the soil moisture variability relevant to ecosystem-scale 
surface conductance (or evapotranspiration) with contemporary 
point-scale or satellite measurements of soil moisture is very difficult. 
For any study of ecosystem-scale surface conductance to be definitive, 
a truly representative soil moisture value must be defined and meas-
ured. It might seem that the difference in representativeness errors 
between VPD and soil moisture could be corrected by normalizing 
both quantities by their respective observed temporal variances48. 
This correction assumes that temporal variance is a reasonable esti-
mate of spatial variance, but this assumption is very strongly violated 
for soil moisture49. Representativeness errors also present a problem 
in regard to ecosystems with deep roots, because the available point 
measurements may not be appropriate for rooting depth profiles that, 
in general, are highly nonlinear50. While we have argued from a physical 
perspective that land–atmosphere coupling is sufficient to describe 
the observed relation between VPD and surface conductance, we have 
not conclusively shown that soil moisture is having a dominant role 
in evapotranspiration. In fact, given the representativeness errors in 
soil moisture observations, such a goal is very difficult to achieve with 
existing technology.

The theoretical problem concerns biases in the equations used 
to determine surface conductance that typically contain atmospheric 
variables (such as air temperature and humidity) but not land-surface 
variables (such as soil moisture). Without more comprehensive theo-
ries of evapotranspiration that explicitly account for soil moisture 
variability, important questions about the role of plant–atmosphere 
coupling in governing surface conductance will be biased in favour of 
easily measurable atmospheric-state variables. Although this does 
not mean that plants cannot influence surface conductance on an 
ecosystem scale, it does mean that surface conductance estimates 
generated by established equations that do not include soil moisture 
state require careful analysis to isolate the true role of plant physiology 
on photosynthesis (not unlike other emergent ecosystem properties 
discussed in Lloyd et al.51). In particular, analyses that include both 
water and carbon fluxes may be an avenue towards improving our 
understanding of variations in surface conductance. We have shown 
that land–atmosphere coupling is sufficient to explain the observed 
relation between VPD and surface conductance on an ecosystem scale; 
further work is needed to determine the exact role that plant physiol-
ogy has in the regulation of continental evapotranspiration.

Methods
Two methods for estimation of surface conductance
The Penman–Monteith approach is useful for determination of equilib-
rium evapotranspiration and surface conductance if no data for surface 
temperature exist. Rather than information on surface temperature, 
2 m air temperature Ta is an input to the Penman–Monteith equation:

λ × E = Δ(Rn − G) + caρaga(qs(Ta) − q)

Δ + γ (1 + ga

gs
)

, (2)

where qs and q are saturation and 2 m specific humidity, respectively, 
Δ is des

dT
 evaluated at air temperature Ta, Rn is net radiation, G is ground 

heat flux, ca the specific heat of dry air and γ = ca/λ. Solving for gs,  
we obtain

gs = gaγ(
Δ(Rn − G) + caρaga(qs(Ta) − q)

λ × E
− Δ − γ)

−1
. (3)

Aerodynamic conductance is given by

ga =
uk2

ln ( zm−zd
zo

−ΦM) ln (
zm−zd
zo

−ΦH)
, (4)

where u is wind speed, k is the von Kármán constant, zm is measurement 
height (2 m in our case), zd is zero plane displacement height and zo is 
momentum roughness length4. These last two length scales are func-
tions of canopy height h (zo = 0.1h and zd = 0.67h). We set h = 0.1 m, in 
line with previous studies of desert environments52. The terms ΦH and 
ΦM are stability corrections to equation (4) as detailed as Paulson53 and 
Holstag and DeBruin54.

Following Novick et al.13, we screened out flux tower data taken 
when net radiation was <50 W m–2 and when latent heat flux was 
<20 W m–2. These thresholds ensured that only daylight periods where 
latent heat flux made up a substantial fraction of the surface energy 
balance were included in the analysis. We also screened out meas-
urements taken when wind speed was <1 m s–1, and those taken when 
VPD was <1 kPa, to minimize stability effects. In addition, the Nevada 
sites had a substantial amount of measurements where the surface  
energy budget was not balanced. We screened out measurements 
where the absolute value of the imbalance (given by Rn – H – G – L × E) 
was 10% of total net radiation (H is surface sensible heat flux). The 
Bonneville salt flats have a record of net radiation and latent heat flux; 
because no data on ground heat flux were taken, we assumed this flux 
to be zero.

The Penman–Monteith equation is based on the following equa-
tion for E that is a function of evaporating surface temperature Ts 
(refs. 2,3):

E = ρagsga
ga + gs

(qs(Ts) − q) . (5)

The second method for estimation of surface conductance, used 
to construct Supplementary Fig. 1, is based on rearranging the terms 
in equation (5) and gives surface conductance as

gs = ga(
gaρa(qs(Ts) − q)

E
− 1)

−1
. (6)

In the Bonneville data, evaporation rate E is observed directly in 
kg H2O m–2 s–1. The Bonneville flux tower data include outgoing long-
wave radiation from the land surface. By assuming a longwave emis-
sivity of 1, we inverted the Stefan–Boltzmann law to determine local 
surface temperature Ts then calculated saturation-specific humidity 
at this value (and surface pressure) to obtain qs(Ts).

Boundary layer model description
For an idealized zero-heat capacity land surface in equilibrium, land-
surface energy balance is

0 = Rn − λE − H, (7)

where net radiation Rn = Sn + L↓ − σT4s  is a balance between net down-
ward shortwave radiation Sn, downward longwave radiation L↓ and 
upward longwave radiation that depends on surface temperature Ts 
(we assume that the surface radiates like a perfect black body); λ is the 
latent enthalpy of vaporization for water and H is surface sensible heat 
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flux. To incorporate soil moisture into the equation for E, we modify 
equation (5) such that surface conductance increases linearly with soil 
moisture:

E = ρagomga
ga + gom

(qs(Ts) − q) , (8)

where go is maximum surface conductance and m is soil saturation, a 
value between 0 and 1, with 0 corresponding to the wilting point and 
1 corresponding to field capacity.

Sensible heat flux H is given by

H = ρacaga(Ts − θ), (9)

where ca is the specific heat of dry air and θ is the potential temperature 
of the atmospheric boundary layer.

In equilibrium, the energy balance in the atmospheric boundary 
layer is

0 = H + ρacaha
τR

(θR − θ), (10)

Boundary layer height, ha, is treated as a fixed parameter, consist-
ent with previous models of the diurnally averaged boundary  
layer32–36,55,56. The τR value determines how quickly boundary layer 
potential temperature relaxes towards some free tropospheric refer-
ence value θR; the second term in equation (10) is a simple parameteriza-
tion of processes that cool the boundary layer, such as radiative cooling 
and thermal advection.

The equilibrium moisture budget in the atmospheric boundary 
layer is

0 = E + ρaha
τR

(qR − q), (11)

where qR is the reference specific humidity towards which q evolves in 
the absence of evapotranspiration; the second term in equation (11) is a 
simple parameterization of processes that dry the boundary layer, such 
as dry-air entrainment and cloud-base mass flux. The boundary layer 
model requires specification of soil moisture m, four model parameters 
(go, ga, ha and τR) and four environmental forcings (Sn, L↓, θR and qR) to 
solve for Ts, θ and q. Supplementary Table 1 shows the parameters and 
environmental forcings applied to the equilibrium model to generate 
Fig. 3, along with values used in sensitivity tests in parenthesis.

Stomatal conductance equations
The Ball–Berry model gives stomatal conductance as

gs =
βA
cs

(1 − VPD
es(θ)

) + Γ , (12)

where A is photosynthetic rate, cs is CO2 concentration at the leaf sur-
face, Γ is a reference conductance parameter and β is a constant9. The 
Medlyn model gives stomatal conductance as

gs =
1.6 × A

cs
(1 + g1

√VPD
) , (13)

where g1 is a parameter derived from a theory of optimal stomatal 
behaviour12. Note that values of stomatal conductance can be given 
with two different sets of units: velocity (m s–1) or molar flux per unit 
area (mmol m–2 s–1). We use the former, which is consistent with the 
formulation of equation (5); the latter is more common in plant physi-
ological literature. A linear scaling involving the molar mass and density 
of water can be used to convert between the two sets of units.

Stochastic inputs to the boundary layer model
The model parameters shown in Supplementary Table 1 were used to 
generate the plots in Figs. 4 and 5. However, environmental forcings 
were drawn from Gaussian distributions with specified mean μX and 
s.d. σX for each distribution. These values are listed in Supplementary 
Table 2. Importantly, we have not included correlations between envi-
ronmental forcings; we performed an additional set of experiments 
where variations in net radiation, reference potential temperature 
and reference specific humidity were correlated with one another (by 
drawing all random values from the same distribution and then scaling 
them appropriately), and found that the major results were insensitive 
to correlations between samples. Therefore, we expect the correlated 
nature of environmental forcings to be a second-order effect that does 
not impact the results discussed in Figs. 4 and 5.

To generate Fig. 6, random numbers were drawn from a separate 
Gaussian distributions—again we have not included any covariance 
among our input variables. Supplementary Table 3 shows the inputs 
to equations (3) and (6), and Fig. 6 shows surface conductance values 
obtained through this exercise.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The Bonneville dataset analysed in the current study is available at 
https://github.com/Lvargaszeppetello/Surface_Conductance. The 
Dixie Valley salt flat data are available online at https://waterdata.usgs.
gov/monitoring-location/394508118025505/#parameterCode=6296
8&startDT=2009-05-01&endDT=2010-05-01 and https://waterdata.
usgs.gov/monitoring-location/394559118013705/#parameterCode=
62968&startDT=2009-05-01&endDT=2010-05-01.

Code availability
All analysis code is available at https://github.com/Lvargaszeppetello/
Surface_Conductance.
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Additional Observational Analysis
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Figure S1: Surface conductance gs estimated from the alternate method given by
Eq. 6 in the main text as a function of vapor pressure deficit for the Bonneville salt
flats. The red line shows the best fit of the observations to the empirical model
from Oren et al. (1999) (1), and r corresponds to the correlation between the
estimated surface conductance and this model. The α/go slope is within the range
quoted in the original Oren et al. study, and n is the number of observations that
contributed to the figure.
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Figure S2: Surface conductance as a function of VPD for Playas 1 (panels a and
b) and 2 (panels c and d). In panels (a) and (c), we show conductance estimates
derived from observations taken more than five days after a rainfall event. In
panels (b) and (d) we show observations taken within 5 days of a rainfall event.
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Boundary Layer Model Parameters

Parameter (units) Value (range) Parameter (units) Value (range)
ρa (kg/m3) 1.25 ca (J/kg/K2) 1003
go (m/s) 1/900 (0.01 - 0.001) ga (m/s) 1/50 (0.1 - 0.01)
ha (m) 1000 (500 - 1000) τR (days) 10 (5-15)
θR (K) 283 (277-305) qR (g H2O / kg air) 3 (1-10)

Sn (W/m2) 250 (150-400) L↓ (W/m2) 250 (200 - 500)

Table 1: Values above the double horizontal line are parameter values for the
equilibrium boundary layer model. Values below the double horizontal line are
environmental forcings that we apply to the model to generate Fig. 3 in the main
paper. Ranges in parentheses are used in sensitivity tests to determine the robust-
ness of our results.

Environmental Forcing (units) Mean Value Standard Deviation
Net Radiation (W/m2) 550 50

Reference Potential Temperature (K) 280 2
Reference Specific Humidity (g H2O/kg air) 5 0.5

Soil Moisture Saturation (-) 0.5 0.2

Table 2: Mean and standard deviations of random environmental forcings that we
use to generate Fig. 4 in the main paper and Fig. ?? shown below.

Environmental Forcing (units) Mean Value Standard Deviation
Net Radiation (W/m2) 300 30

Reference Potential Temperature (K) 295 5
Reference Specific Humidity (g H2O/kg air) 1 0.5

Latent Heat Flux (W/m2) 100 20

Table 3: Mean and standard deviations of random environmental forcings that we
use to generate Fig. 5 in the main paper.
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Binning approach used in previous studies
Our results presented in Fig. 4 of the main text are qualitatively similar to those
presented in Fu et al. (2022; hereafter F22) (2). However, that study separated soil
moisture and VPD into ten quantiles and claimed to show statistical significance
of the VPD-gs relation at a p < 0.05 level. However, by splitting their results into
ten quantiles for each variable, the authors of F22 test a family of one hundred
hypotheses and do not correct for the false discovery rate. The Bonferroni cor-
rection is an appropriate (if conservative) tool for addressing the false discovery
rate (3) - by applying such a correction to the F22 study, the threshold for signifi-
cance is two orders of magnitude higher than the p < 0.05 level. For many of the
bins presented in F22, the threshold for significance combined with the relatively
few number of points within each bin suggests that the threshold for significance
would not be met if an appropriate measure of significance were applied. The
results we show in Fig. 4 were generated with one million trials, a much larger
sample that used in F22; applying the Bonferroni correction for a family of 16
hypotheses (much less 100, as in F22) requires an extremely large number of
samples to establish statistical significance at an appropriate level. Overall, this
suggests that the F22 argument that the VPD-gs relation is independent of soil
moisture may need to be re-evaluated.

Further, the negative sensitivity to VPD at all soil moisture quartiles is likely
to be due (at least in some sense) to bias in the Penman-Monteith Equation itself.
Also, the soil moisture compositing itself is likely influenced by representative-
ness errors that are not accounted for in F22.
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